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High-frequency initialisms: Evidence for Singaporean English stress
E-Ching Ng*
Abstract. In light of recent findings that Singlish (Colloquial Singaporean English)
makes use of three densely distributed tones in its intonation, it has been suggested
that this variety of English may lack stress. Here I show that initialisms such as
NTUC (National Trade Unions Congress) display tonal variation which cannot be
explained straightforwardly in terms of lexical access routes, but indicate recursive
prosodic word structures linked to lexical frequency. This analysis is supported by
frequency counts and acoustic measurements, and represents not only evidence of
stress in Singlish, but multiple levels of stress.
Keywords. laboratory phonology; prosodic hierarchy; stress; intonation; world
Englishes; abbreviations; compounds.
1. Introduction. Singlish (colloquial Singaporean English) is a contact variety strongly
influenced by various regional languages, especially Southern Min Chinese and Malay. Although
stigmatised in formal settings, it has become increasingly valued as a marker of national identity.
As of the 2010 census, English was reported to be the dominant home language of the majority
of children resident in Singapore (Singapore Department of Statistics 2011), and it is likely that
most of them are being exposed to Singlish as well as ‘standard English’.
Whereas most varieties of English intonation make use of high and low tonal targets,
Singlish prosody is distinctive in that it has been transcribed with not two but three tones (Wee
2008, 2016; Ng 2008a, 2008b, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012; Siraj 2008).
(1)

Singlish low (L), mid (M) and high (H) tones
a. see
H
e. machine
b. apple
MH
f. hibiscus
c. elephant
MMH
g. America
d. Indonesia MMMH
h. Kilimanjaro

LH
LMH
LMMH
MMMMH

Figure 1: Singlish low, mid and high tones (Ng 2010)
Wee (2008, 2016) has suggested that since tone is so salient and densely distributed in Singlish,
stress may not be present at all. He suggests that different tone patterns may be lexically indexed:
*
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some words are marked as beginning with a low tone, while others are not. Ng and Siraj, in
contrast, treat these tonal phenomena as stress-dependent intonation: mid tone is linked to (nonfinal) stressed syllables (see section 6). Both analyses are capable of accounting for the vast
majority of tonal patterns in Singlish.
This study presents additional evidence that Singlish tonal patterns should be treated as
stress-dependent, based on Singlish abbreviations such as MOE (Ministry of Education). These
abbreviations show tonal variation which cannot be analysed in terms of phonetic reduction or
lexical access. I argue that they must be analysed as the result of frequency-linked destressing.
Sections 2 and 3 describe my methods and framework respectively. Sections 4 and 5 discuss
glottalisation and tone, which I use to diagnose prosodic structure. Section 6 discusses Singlish
stress and how it has presented difficulties for researchers. I give my data in section 7, and my
proposed analysis in section 8. Sections 9 and 10 support my account by showing that my
predictions are borne out with respect to Google Singapore hits (as a proxy for lexical frequency)
and the phonetic correlates of stress.
2. Methods and notation. The data are chiefly drawn from a series of recordings made in 20082009. Five speakers read the main script (238 test items), while three others read a supplementary script (160 test items) from which little data was drawn for this study; not all of these
recordings have been transcribed yet. Almost all sentences in the script used question-andanswer pairs such as (2) below to promote natural speech. Subjects were instructed to pretend
that the target word was a common brand such as Colgate.
(2)

Experimenter: Can order ah?
Subject: NEVER order Differentiation from Katong lah.

Figure 2: The target word is MOE.
In order to draw focus away from the target word, the initial focused word was varied between
CANNOT, NEVER, BETTER and ALWAYS, and the place name was varied between Jurong,
Katong and Punggol. Sentence-final ah and lah were included because they are the most
common interrogative and declarative discourse particles respectively (Gupta 1992), and could
therefore promote natural and authentic Singlish speech while remaining as pragmatically neutral
as possible. Supplementary data comes from a combination of eavesdropping and consulting
others’ native-speaker intuitions on unattested forms and correct transcriptions.
Tone. This study is limited to the Singlish of ethnically Chinese Singaporeans, who
represent 74.1% of Singapore residents as of the 2010 census (Singapore Department of
Statistics 2011). All tones were labelled impressionistically based on my intuitions in Min
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Chinese, the subfamily of Chinese which has had the greatest influence on the formation of
Singlish (Gupta 1998). As I consider myself only a semi-native speaker of either language, tone
transcriptions such as HHMH and HMMH were confirmed by checking with another semi-native
speaker and two native speakers of Singlish and Min Chinese.
Notation. Square parentheses indicate [morpho-[syntactic]] structure; round parentheses
indicate (p)(word) (structure). Initialisms refer to lexical items like CIA; acronyms refer to forms
like CIA and NASA collectively. L, M and H refer to low, mid and high tone.
3. Framework. Morphology and lexical access. Psycholinguistic studies of priming (e.g. Baayen
1992; Hay 2003: ch. 4) have shown that high-frequency words tend to be lexically accessed as
single whole-word units (see the dotted arrow in Figure 3 below), but low-frequency words as
decomposed morphemes (see the solid arrows below).

Figure 3: Whole-word vs. decomposed access (Hay 2003: 13)
There is increasing evidence that not just one, but both access routes can succeed (e.g. Baayen &
Schreuder 1999; McCormick, Brysbaert & Rastle 2009). This gives us three possible types of
lexical access illustrated in (3) below.
(3)

Three routes of lexical access, with lexical units accessed
a. Whole-word-only
insane (grammatical word)
b. Decomposed-only access in- (affix), sane (stem)
c. Mixed access
insane (grammatical word), in- (affix), sane (stem)

Note that since all results of access count as accessed lexical units, I will use the term
grammatical word to refer to the whole-word unit, and stem to refer to any constituent which can
appear as an independent grammatical word, including the whole-word unit itself.
Phonology and the prosodic hierarchy. English is generally analysed with six levels of
prosodic organisation above the segment: the syllable, the foot, the prosodic word (or
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phonological word), the phonological phrase (or intermediate phrase), the intonational phrase,
and the utterance phrase (Selkirk 1984; Nespor & Vogel 1986).

Figure 4: An illustration of the prosodic hierarchy (Ferreira 1993)
The focus of this study is the prosodic word. The pword, as I shall refer to it for brevity, is the
member of the prosodic hierarchy which is of roughly the same size as a grammatical word,
typically isometric with monomorphemic words. By definition, it is also the lowest-level
member of the prosodic hierarchy which can be sensitive to word-internal structure (Raffelsiefen
1999: 133). Extensive cross-linguistic evidence supports the existence of recursive pwords
(Inkelas 1989; McCarthy & Prince 1993: A1; Selkirk 1995; Peperkamp 1997), which I will
assume in cases of mismatched pword edges, e.g. (σ(σσ) implies (σ(σσ)). This analysis also
assumes that no pword can contain two identical levels of secondary stress, i.e. stress is strictly
hierarchical (Liberman & Prince 1977; Hayes 1995: 25). The restriction also applies to recursive
pwords: ((σ́)σ̀σ) or ((σ̀)σ́σ) are possible representations, whereas ((σ́)σ́σ) is not.
I make the common assumption that tones can only be anchored to the edges or heads of
prosodic units rather than morphosyntactic units (Beckman, Hirschberg & Shattuck-Hufnagel
2005). This helps us to account for phenomena such as Singlish high tone, which appears only on
the final syllable of monomorphemic words, but is much more variable in initialisms. I also
assume that prosodic units above the syllable are created by alignment with morphosyntactic
units; not necessarily isometric, but constrained such that edges align (Hall 1999: 2; McCarthy
1993).
4. Left pword edge: Glottalisation. Singlish often strikes non-speakers as ‘choppy’ or
‘staccato’ (Brown 1988), because liaison is rare even in contexts such as An apple a day (Tongue
1979: 38). Vowel-initial grammatical words are almost always marked with a glottal stop or
creaky voice, which I will refer to as glottalisation. This may be observed in Figure 5 below.

Figure 5: Glottalisation in ITE (Institute of Technical Education)
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In other varieties of English, word-initial glottalisation is a variable phonetic effect rather than a
categorical pword marker (Umeda 1978; Pierrehumbert & Talkin 1992; Redi & ShattuckHufnagel 2001). It varies greatly by speaker and is favoured at phrase boundaries, slow speech
rates, rare words and low vowels, but is disfavoured before unstressed syllables or function
words. In Singlish, however, my recordings show that nearly all speakers have glottalisation not
only in stressed syllables (4a), but also in unstressed syllables (4b), function words (4c) and
phrase-medially (4d).
(4)

Glottalisation word-initially
a. no ˈapple [no ˈʔæpəɯ]
c. I ˈsee
[ʔaɪ ˈsi]

b. aˈnnoy ˈme [ʔəˈnɔɪ ˈmi]
d. ˈgo aˈway [ˈgo ʔəˈweɪ]

Glottalisation is not only practically categorical word-initially, but forbidden word-medially.
Onsets are created by glide insertion if a high vowel is present. In cases of hiatus between two
low vowels, as in the name of Singaporean poet Alfian bin Sa’at (5c), most Chinese
Singaporeans attempt no repair at all, even though Malay speakers have a glottal stop.
(5)

Glide insertion word-medially
a. iron [aɪjən], *[aɪʔən]
c. Sa’at [saØat], rarely [saʔat]

b. wire [waɪjə], *[waɪʔe]

Similar glottalisation facts apply in Indonesian (Pater 2001), Bulgarian (Rubach 2000), Northern
Arapo and Gufang Ifugao (Smith 2002: 127ff), Guaraní, Hausa, Squamish, Wolof and numerous
other languages (Flack 2007: 56ff).
Recalling the definition of the pword stated in section 3, a monomorphemic word is
typically contained by a pword. As such we can use glottalisation as a diagnostic of pword left
edges.
(6)

Diagnostic: Pword left edge
Any site where glottalisation is typically possible signals a pword left edge.

This indicator will be important for showing that Singlish initialisms have recursive pword
structures.
5. Tone: An indicator of pword right edges and stress. This study tests Ng’s (2009) analysis,
which reconciles various earlier proposals (Wee 2008; Ng 2008a, Siraj 2008). This analysis
treats Singlish tone assignment as dependent on stress and pword edges, as illustrated with the
morphologically simple words and resulting generalisations given in (7) and (8) below. (Note
that these stress transcriptions are not among those which trained transcribers disagree on.)
(7)

Tone in simplex words
a. ˈsee
ˈH
b. ˈapple
ˈMH
c. ˈelephant
ˈMMH
d. ˈIndoˌnesia ˈMMˌMH

e.
f.
g.
h.

maˈchine
LˈH
hiˈbiscus
LˈMH
Aˈmerica
LˈMMH
ˈKilimanˌjaro ˈMMMˌMH
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(8)

Tone assignment generalisations
a. High tone is assigned to the final syllable of the pword.
b. Low tone is assigned to initial unstressed syllables.
c. Mid tone is assigned to all remaining syllables, starting with the first stress. 1

Based on these generalisations, we can make certain inferences about pword right edges and
stress. These are illustrated below in (9) and (10) below with the sentence So I can still see Peter
tomorrow (ˈH) (L L (ˈH)) (ˈH) (ˈMH) (LˈMH).
(9)

Diagnostic: Pword right edge
High tone indicates the final syllable of a pword, e.g. H) L L H) H) MH) LMH).
Conversely, lack of high tone indicates a non-pword-final syllable.

(10) Diagnostic: Stress
a. Low tone indicates pword-initial unstressed syllables, e.g. ˈH (L L ˈH ˈH ˈMH (LˈMH.
b. Mid tone after any other tone indicates stress, e.g. ˈH L L ˈH ˈH ˈMH LˈMH. But note
that stressed final syllables will not be detected by this diagnostic.
c. High tone not preceded by mid tone indicates stress, e.g. ˈH L L ˈH ˈH ˈMH LˈMH.
These indicators will help us to establish that tonal variation in Singlish initialisms is due to
pword merger as a result of destressing.
6. Stress. Singlish has been said to give the acoustic impression of a tone language (Killingley
1972: 547-8), perhaps because many of the phonetic and phonological effects usually associated
with English stress are weak or lacking. Singlish is strongly syllable-timed; unstressed syllables
often fail to undergo vowel reduction, and schwa is found in stressed contexts (Tongue 1974: 32;
Tay 1982; Brown 1988; Low 1998; Low & Grabe 1999; Low, Grabe & Nolan 2000; Deterding
2001, 2005, 2007: 31ff). High pitch has been identified as an especially unreliable perceptual cue
for Singlish prominence (Tay 1982; Tan 2006).
Phonologically speaking, many stress-related phenomena are lacking in Singlish; for
instance, there is no evidence for stress shift of any kind. Part-of-speech distinctions which rely
on stress are rare (Bao 1998: 170):
(11) Lack of part-of-speech distinctions in stress
BrEng
inˈcrease (v.) ˈincrease (n.)
Singlish inˈcrease (v.) inˈcrease (n.)

proˈject (v.) ˈproject (n.)
proˈject (v.) proˈject (n.)

Affix-driven stress shift is blocked in favour of strong paradigm uniformity (Bao 1998: 171).
(12) Paradigm uniformity rather than affix-driven stress shift
BrEng
ˌecoˈnomic ˌtechnoˈlogical ˌacaˈdemic ˌpsychoˈlogical
Singlish eˈconomic techˈnological aˈcademic psyˈchological
My recordings have also failed to find clash-driven phrasal stress shift, e.g. thirˈteen ˈmen >
ˈthirteen ˈmen (Liberman & Prince 1977). In a young contact variety of English it is not
surprising to find invariance across syntactic contexts, but since clash and lapse processes are

1

It is also possible for unstressed syllables to remain unspecified for tone (Ng 2009), but as this phenomenon is not
accessible to native speaker intuitions and does not affect our diagnostics for prosodic structure, it can be omitted
from this analysis without loss of generalisation.
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key to the hierarchical nature of stress (Hayes 1995: 25), their absence raises the question of
whether Singlish prosody is best described in terms of stress.
However, at least one study finds that intensity is a significant phonetic cue for Singlish
stress even when tone is not controlled for (Tan 2002). I have conducted my own mini-analysis
of 41 adjacent syllable pairs among three speakers, controlling for tone, syllable type and nonword-finality, and under these conditions both duration and intensity turn out to be significant
correlates of stress (p < 0.005, Ng 2011).
This may explain why trained linguists admit that some productions are difficult or
impossible to code for stress (Bao 2006: fn.3; Deterding 2007: 33), but nonetheless show a high
degree of agreement in transcriptions (Tongue 1979: 34ff; Tay 1982; Bao 1998; Deterding 2007:
32). For instance, one common observation is that stress appears further rightwards than in
British English (Wells 2000):
(13) Rightward stress shift in simplex words
BrEng
Singlish
BrEng
Singlish
a. ˈcolleague coˈlleague
b. ˈdiffer
diˈffer
c. ˈvehicle
veˈhicle
d. ˈcharacter chaˈracter
As we would hope, these previous stress transcriptions correctly predict variation in surface
tones (Siraj 2008; Ng 2009), allowing for interference from British and American English mass
media, prescriptivism and hypercorrection.
The differences between trained linguists’ stress transcriptions are limited to fairly subtle
distinctions, which are unfortunately crucial for this study. Most of these discrepancies cannot be
distinguished by surface tone patterns, suggesting that linguists were subconsciously using tone
as a cue for stress even before it was identified and analysed as stress-dependent.
(14) Secondary stress vs. lack of stress: MMMH
Bao (2006)
Frequent clash within stems, e.g. ˌmoˌnoˈpoly.
Tongue (1979: 33) No clash transcribed, e.g. socioˈlogy (presumably
ˌso.cioˈlo.gy).
(15) Primary vs. secondary stress: MHMH
Tongue (1979: 37)
Compounds are right-headed,2 e.g. ˌtable ˈtennis.
Uri Tadmor (p.c. July 2008) Compounds are double-headed, e.g. ˈpocket ˈmoney.
In (14), it is possible that secondary stress has been transcribed on unstressed syllables, because
syllable-timing is likely to add perceived prominence where none is expected. But in (15) it is
difficult to say how phonetic implementation would bias the perception of compound stress,
since final lengthening might suggest right-headedness, syllable timing double-headedness, and
tonal downstep3 left-headedness. Nor is it clear that we can resolve these questions by appealing
to native speaker judgments: while untrained speakers can often distinguish between ‘correct’
and ‘incorrect’ pronunciations (Bao 2006), they find it extremely difficult to transcribe or
produce stress distinctions, in either British English or their own speech (Tay 1982).
In contrast with the difficulty of transcribing stress, trained Chinese Singlish speakers find
surface tones salient and relatively easy to classify: one of my informants was transcribing it
2

In this paper, compound left- or right-headedness refers to prosodic prominence, not morpho-syntactic structure.
Tonal downstep has not been formally described in Singlish, but Pasha Siraj (p.c. 17 November 2008) and Jeff
Good (p.c. 8 Jan 2010) confirm my impression that it occurs in Singlish.
3
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even before he learnt of my project. I propose that our discussion of stress should set aside
conflicting impressionistic judgments of stress, relying on more reliable transcriptions of surface
tone and acoustic measures of duration and intensity instead. The main limitation of this
approach is that tone assignment does not distinguish between primary and secondary stress.
However, we will see that it is possible to overcome this difficulty by using tonal variation to
infer patterns of destressing.
7. Data. English acronyms have been described as falling into two classes. Initialisms, like CIA,
are pronounced as distinct letters of the alphabet, and behave syntactically like compounds,
whereas other acronyms, like NASA, are pronounced like proper names, and behave syntactically
like them (Harley 2004).
In Singlish, initialisms are by far the more common, and they display considerable variation,
as illustrated below.4 Note that pword boundaries have been indicated based on the indicators
discussed above, glottalisation (pword left edge) and tone (pword right edge).
(16) 2-letter initialisms: Integrated Resort, Identity Card
Least merger Most merger
a. IR ((H)H)
b. IC ((H)H)
(MH)
(17) 3-letter initialisms: National Day Parade, Ministry of Education, Mass Rapid Transit
Least merger
Most merger
a. NDP (((H)H)H)
b. MOE (((H)H)H)
((H)MH)
c. MRT (((H)H)H)
((H)MH) (MMH)
(18) 4-letter initialisms:
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, Anglo-Chinese Junior College,
National Registration Identity Card, National Trade Unions Congress (supermarket)

a.
b.
c.
d.

Least merger
Most merger
SPCA ((((H)H)H)H)
ACJC ((((H)H)H)H) (((H)H)MH)
NRIC ((((H)H)H)H) (((H)H)MH) ((H)MMH)
NTUC ((((H)H)H)H) (((H)H)MH) ((H)MMH) (MMMH)

Certain generalisations may be drawn from this data. Firstly, nested pwords are possible, with up
to 4 levels of recursion. Secondly, there is no variation in pword left edges (as indicated by
glottalisation),5 only in pword right edges (as indicated by tone). Thirdly, pwords ‘merge’ in a
consistent direction. For NTUC, we find ((((H)H)H)H), (((H)H)MH), ((H)MMH) and (MMMH),
such that the last two, three or four letters merge into a single pword. We do not find the first two
or three letters merging into a single pword, i.e. *(((MH)H)H), *((MMH)H), or the middle two

4

HMH and HMMH were far more common than MMH, MMMH and HHMH, but all have been observed in at least
one speaker and one initialism.
5 In my recordings, one consultant was an exception to this rule: glottalisation occurred in every syllable of
initialisms, though his surface tones were consistent with the pword structure given here. Other consultants felt that
this sounded slightly unnatural except in extremely careful speech.
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letters, i.e. *(((H)MH)H). Fourthly, we do not find low tones, even though LH is a fairly
common tonal pattern in Singlish, e.g. machine, around, forget.
Rejected analysis: Lexical access routes can explain some of this variation, but not all. A
possible account would rely on (i) the assumption that prosodic boundaries tend to align with the
boundaries of lexical units, and (ii) the fact that initialisms are morphologically complex words,
which may be accessed by different routes.
Phonology only ‘sees’ the units returned by lexical access, so multiple access routes can be
used to explain how morphologically complex words can have multiple realisations. For
example, in the case of NTUC, variation between (MMMH) and ((((H)H)H)H) can be analysed
as whole-word-only access versus decomposed/mixed access: if individual letters are lexically
accessed, then prosodic units can be aligned to them, resulting in recursive pword structure rather
than a simple ‘wrapper’. In this way, we would be able to explain the first and last columns of
the three tables above, i.e. the difference between ((H)H), (((H)H)H), ((((H)H)H)H) versus
(MH), (MMH), (MMMH).
However, the in-between columns would still remain unaccounted for. For example, NTUC
can also be realised as (((H)H)MH) and ((H)MMH), and this would only make sense if UC and
TUC were meaningful sub-units. To take another example, we should often hear ACJC realised
as ((MH)MH), since AC and JC are also common initialisms in their own right, with the same
meaning as in ACJC. And we would not predict the lack of *(((MH)H)H), *((MMH)H) or
*(((H)MH)H). An analysis based on lexical access fails to explain these facts.
8. Proposed analysis: Destressing. I propose that we find variation in Singlish initialisms
because they are left-headed compounds that undergo different degrees of destressing, resulting
in different degrees of pword merger.
Destressing is governed by a cross-linguistic constraint which can be summed up as follows:
“if the two stresses are unequal in strength, it is always the weaker stress that is removed” (Hayes
1995: 37). This constraint has been formalised in metrical grid theory as follows:
(19) Continuous Column Constraint (Hayes 1995: 34)
A grid containing a column with a mark on layer n + 1 and no mark on layer n is illformed. Phonological rules are blocked when they would create such a configuration.
(Do not create gaps in a grid column.)
(20) Destressing in clash (Hayes 1995: 37)
a.   Ø / ____ 
b.   Ø /  ____
(Remove grid marks on the level where clash occurs.)
These principles predict different outcomes for left- and right-headed compound stress after
destressing.
(21) Destressing a left-headed compound
a. 






a. ˈbutterˌ fly
b. ˈbutterfly




c. *ˌbutterˌ fly
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(22) Destressing a right-headed compound
a.   









a. ˌbutterˈfly
b. butterˈfly
c. *ˌbutterˌ fly
Based on the patterns of variation observed in Singlish initialisms, we can infer that they are leftheaded. Recall that two-letter initialisms display variation between ((H)H) and (MH), whereas
we do not see variation between ((H)H) and (LH). If we apply the tone diagnostics from section
5, this means that initialisms are sometimes (ˈσσ), but never (σˈσ). Analysed in terms of
destressing, the observed variation corresponds to left-headed ((ˈσ)ˌσ) and (ˈσσ), rather than
right-headed ((ˌσ)ˈσ) and (σˈσ).
Left-headedness also makes the correct predictions for longer initialisms:
(23) Destressing of four-letter initialisms
Left-headed
With no destressing
a. ((((ˈH)ˌH)ˌH)ˌH)
Last letter destressed
b. (((ˈH)ˌH)ˌMH)
Last two letters destressed
c. ((ˈH)ˌMMH)
Last three letters destressed d. (ˈMMMH)

Right-headed
((((ˌH)ˌH)ˌH)ˈH)
*(((LˌH)ˌH)ˈH)
*((LLˌH)ˈH)
*(LLLˈH)

The table above also implies that the leftmost stress is strongest, since it is the last to be lost, and
that the second stress is the next strongest, and so forth. Four levels of stress are implied; this
may seem excessive, but it is no more than Hayes (1995: 17) has argued for in English.
9. Prediction 1: Frequency and pword merger. If it is indeed the case that Singlish initialisms
display variation because they undergo different degrees of destressing, then we would predict
that the observed tonal variation should be associated with factors which are known to be linked
to articulatory reduction. Paramount among these is lexical frequency.
We know that high-frequency sequences such as I am going to are subject to entrenchment
and reduction: their morphosyntactic forms and articulatory plans are stored, automated and
processed quickly (e.g. Bybee 2006). High lexical frequency is linked to faster speech rates and
shorter duration of lexical items, both of which are phonetic effects that would be conducive to
destressing (Aylett & Turk 2004; Pluymaekers, Ernestus & Baayen 2005; Fosler & LussieraMorgan 1999; Gahl 2008; Bell, Brenier, Gregory, Grand & Jurafsky 2009). High-frequency
Dutch words are known to display reduced spectral tilt and duration, both of which are acoustic
correlates of stress (van Son & Pols 2003). Similarly, low-frequency Russian compounds can
contain secondary stress (Gouskova & Roon, to appear).
Some segmental reduction effects also appear to be linked to frequency, such as English t/ddeletion, such as Taiwanese syllable coalescence (Myers & Li 2009), Tagalog tapping (d > r)
and nasal substitution (e.g. mp > m) (Zuraw 2007). Interestingly, it does not appear to be a
powerful predictive factor in English t/d-deletion, except for a few super-frequent forms such as
and (Walker 2008; Guy, Hay & Walker 2008). It may be that lexical frequency has a stronger or
more direct effect on prosody than on segmental phonology.
The best frequency estimates rely on large spoken corpora, but these are not available for
Singlish. The best free substitute was to count Google hits. I used Google Singapore (20 March
2010), restricting my search to Singaporean websites by appending site:.sg to the search
terms. Of course, this method has its limitations. Firstly, written usage tends to be more formal
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than most speakers’ lexicons; this probably explains why NRIC (National Registration Identity
Card) had many more hits than IC (identity card) although any speaker can tell you that NRIC is
far less common and is restricted to formal usage when disambiguation is desirable. Secondly,
measuring frequency by Google hits naturally results in boosted counts for organizations with a
strong Internet presence, such as NUS (the National University of Singapore). Thirdly,
homophones could not be disambiguated. Two-letter initialisms proved especially noisy6 (p =
0.851 for fitted-line regression of hits and duration) and were excluded from frequency analyses.
To check the hypothesis that lexical frequency predicts permitted degrees of destressing, I
grouped initialisms into three ranked classes: (1) complete merger possible, (2) partial merger
possible, (3) no merger possible. The initialisms were limited to the ones tested in my recordings,
but class membership also took into account the forms I encountered in eavesdropping and
elicitations; reclassification affected only ACJC and MRT. Note that LMNO and LMN have no
significance in Singlish beyond their adjacency in the alphabet.
(24) Classes of possible surface tones
Class 1 Complete merger:
(ˈMMH), (ˈMMMH)
Class 2 Partial merger: ((ˈH)ˌMH),
(((ˈH)ˌH)ˌMH), ((ˈH)ˌMMH)
Class 3 No merger:
(((ˈH)ˌH)ˌH), ((((ˈH)ˌH)ˌH)ˌH)

MRT, NTUC
ACJC, NYP, CCA, NRIC, SMU, LRT,
UOB, SIA, MOE, NTU, NUS
LMNO, LMN, SDU, RGS, NDP, ITE,
CBD, GST

Spearman’s rank order correlation between Google hits and class membership (24) found a
correlation of 0.560 (p < 0.01). This confirms that lexical frequency, which we can treat as a
proxy for access speed, is a strong predictor of initialism destressing.
10. Prediction 2: Phonetic correlates of stress. So far we have been examining Singlish stress
indirectly, through the lens of tone. This raises the question of whether Singlish stress might be
more accurately analysed as an abstract underlying accent whose only phonetic manifestation is
in tone. Certainly we have seen that it is less phonetically and phonologically salient than
‘standard’ English stress in some ways. To distinguish between stress and abstract accent, it is
useful to examine the phonetic correlates of stress, such as duration and intensity. (Pitch was not
considered here because of the confound of tone.)
If highly frequent words are indeed more destressed, we should expect not only pword
merger (and the concomitant tonal patterns) but also shorter duration. A regression on log
frequency and average syllable duration confirmed this (R2 = 35.2%, p < 0.005). The fitted-line
plot appears in Figure 6 below. As predicted by the hypothesis, more frequent initialisms have
shorter syllable durations. This provides additional confirmation that lexical frequency is a
predictor of initialism destressing.

6

It is possible that less widespread initialisms like TP had artificially boosted counts because they can have different
uses in different contexts (Temasek Polytechnic, Toa Payoh, Traffic Police), whereas universally known initialisms
like IC were less likely to be polysemous.
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Fitted Line Plot
Average syllable duration = 233.8 - 10.40 Log frequency
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Figure 6: Frequency and duration
A second prediction comes from our analysis of Singlish initialisms as left-headed, with
secondary stress decreasing from left to right. As such, we would expect the first syllable to have
greater intensity and duration than the second, the second greater than the third, and so on. These
stress distinctions are largely confirmed by a preliminary phonetic analysis of adjacent syllable
pairs in one speaker’s initialisms. Intensity is greater on the first element for a significant
proportion of pairs (p < 0.05); this also holds for duration (p < 0.05) except that the last syllable
evidently undergoes final lengthening (visible in Figure 1), although this effect has previously
been reported only for utterances (Low 1998). I conclude that acoustic measures confirm the
relative prominence relations that have already been inferred from tonal variation.
11. Conclusion. This study provides an analysis of tonal variation in Singlish initialisms in terms
of progressive pword merger. I have argued that frequency drives pword merger via destressing,
confirming this with a statistical analysis based on Google Singapore hits and tonal transcriptions
from my recordings. The results also support Ng’s analysis of Singlish tone as stress-dependent
intonation rather than lexical tone: only by treating variation as the result of destressing are we
able to correctly derive the range of observed tonal patterns.
Analyses of duration, a phonetic correlates of stress, were also consistent with this analysis,
confirming that Singlish has stress rather than abstract underlying accent. Duration analyses also
supported our analysis of Singlish initialisms as left-headed with respective stress.
Although an analysis based on lexical access route was rejected as inadequate, this study
provides support for the mixed-route access model, because it is sensitive to properties of the
whole-word unit (frequency) while also respecting stems (pword alignment).
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